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FOREWORD

Max Timmerman explains. “This year was a tremendous
challenge. Robert took office in March and I took office in
June. One of the consequences of the process of merging CBI
into the Netherlands Enterprise Agency RVO – which took
effect on 1 January 2015 – was a high staff turnover.
Nevertheless, our staff is motivated and keen and each one
of them has done a fantastic job despite the uncertainties.”
Robert Dijksterhuis continues, “CBI was a small agency
of about 60 people that operated independently. It is now
being merged into a large organisation of over 3,500
employees. People need time to get used to new procedures,
to get to know new colleagues and to find out how things
work.”
CBI people tend to be hands-on, field-based people
who like to get down to business and we were
pleased that alongside dealing with these
organisational issues, it was business as usual. Our
programmes continued and expanded; we started
exploring new ways of working, such as with
importers on top of our traditional exporters; and

we designed a portal to enable us to glean more
information from our exporters and stakeholders so
that we can work more effectively and efficiently
with them. All these elements are recurring themes
in the rest of this Annual Report.
So let us conclude our foreword by saying how
honoured we were to be invited to the Catshuis, the
official residence of the Prime Minister of the
Netherlands, to meet with the President of
Myanmar, His Excellency Thein Sein, at his special
request. Further, we were delighted be able to
receive a number of important visitors at the CBI this
year. Our long term relationship with Vietnam was
cemented by the visits of the Deputy Prime Minister
of Vietnam, Mr Hoàng Trung Hai, together with a
trade mission, and Madame Hong, Ho Chi Minh
City’s deputy mayor responsible for trade. We also
welcomed Mr Roberto Azevêdo, Director-General of
the World Trade Organisation, and Mrs Arancha
González, Executive Director of the International
Trade Centre.
In a turbulent but invigorating year, the visible
confidence that these individuals have in the CBI and
our work confirms that we are on the right track. We
are certainly looking forward to a busy and fruitful
2015.

˛

The CBI brand is recognised and held in high regard
all over the world. While we spent much time and
effort in 2014 preparing to integrate CBI into the
Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO), we did
everything we could to maintain our distinct brand,
our identity and our high quality. We are thankful to
say that despite a tough year for the organisation,
we have succeeded in maintaining our brand quality
and our stakeholders’ perceptions of the CBI.

Max Timmerman
Managing Director CBI

Robert Dijksterhuis
Board Member, 		
International
Programmes, RVO
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Africa

An overview
of our activities
in 2014

Benin
Burkina Faso
Egypt
Ethiopia
Ghana
Jordan
Kenya
Madagascar
Mali
Palestinian Territories
Rwanda
Senegal
South Africa
Tanzania
Tunesia
Uganda

Latin America

Zambia

Bolivia
Colombia
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatamala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Peru
Suriname
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Eastern Europe

Albania
Armenia

Agriculture
Fresh food & vegetables

Bosnia
Georgia
Macedonia

Timber
Wine

Moldavia

Garments

Montenegro

Home decoration & textiles

Serbia

Natural ingedients
Tourism
Fishery
Electronic
Paints & coatings

Asia

Afghanistan
Bangladesh

Coffee, tea, cacao

Bhutan

Automotive

India

Metal

Indonesia

Medical

Mongolia
Myanmar

Food ingredients

Nepal

Subcontracting

Pakistan

IT/BPO

Philippines

Pipe & proces

Sri Lanka
Thailand
Vietnam

Office & school supplies
Motion control
Flowers
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COMPLETED IN 2014

13

Strategic conferences

338

Completed audits

138

Technical assistance offered

100

Number of companies which
entered a market

392

Persons trained in the EU

2287

Persons trained in developing
countries

5

Produced value chain analyses

7

Completed BSO audits and
interventions

Corporate

CHAPTER 1

Corporate

CBI has successfully played a role in stimulating exports from developing
countries for over four decades. With Europe, an important market,
emerging from recession this year, we were able to achieve good results.
At the same time, we have strengthened existing partnerships and forged
new ones and have entered into new activities.
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External relations and strategic
alliances
As an organisation at the forefront of the Aid for
Trade agenda, CBI has built a solid reputation over
its lifetime as a practical, hands-on partner for SME
exporters and their support institutions to connect
to European markets. We were especially honoured
to see our efforts recognised by the newly appointed
Director General of the World Trade Organisation
(WTO), Roberto Azevêdo, when he visited our offices
in September 2014. Mr Azevêdo expressed his
appreciation for CBI’s work in voicing SMEs’ needs
for market access and for the collaboration between
the WTO and CBI. For this event, CBI brought
together representatives of the Dutch horticultural
and cut flowers sectors to share their experiences on
trading with developing countries with Mr Azevêdo.
They also discussed the obstacles in trading with
developing countries and ways to facilitate trade.
During his visit, Mr Azevêdo, invited CBI to speak at
the WTO’s Aid for Trade and SME Competitiveness in
Global Value Chains workshop in October 2014. His
reason for choosing CBI was its excellent network in
the public and private sectors in Europe and in
developing countries, and its practical hands-on
guidance to SMEs in connecting to international
markets. CBI was represented by Dick de Man, CBI
Deputy Managing Director, who stated “SMEs are
facing many complex challenges. We believe that only an
integrated value chain approach offering tailored solutions
at country and/or sector level that connects actors at the
micro, meso and macro level can address these challenges.
Solid continuous research, starting in the export markets, an
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analysis of the supply chain and a firm commitment from all
actors are the best guarantee to achieve sustainable
business.”
CBI was to be involved in another WTO event earlier
in October 2014. This was the WTO Public Forum 2014
at which a CBI external expert in information
technology (IT) outsourcing, Paul Tjia, gave a
presentation at a session jointly organised by CBI and
the International Centre for Trade and Sustainable
Development (ICTSD). While the session was entitled
“Services Trade – Why it Matters to Africans”, the
focus extended beyond Africa to include all the Least
Developed Countries (LCDs). Several speakers were
on hand to stress the importance of overcoming
trade barriers and leveraging the potential of
companies in LCDs. The Vice President of a partner
organisation in Bangladesh, BASIS’s Rashedul Hasan,
thanked CBI and the Dutch government for the
fruitful support that they had given to Bangladeshi IT
exporters over the past 10 years.
At the national level, CBI was pleased to open its
doors to the Members of Parliament and

Corporate
spokespersons of the country’s five major political
parties. The group was also accompanied by
representatives from the Sustainable Economic
Development Department of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and from RVO Netherlands Enterprise Agency.
The purpose of the visit was for the visitors to
become familiar with CBI’s and RVO’s work and for
CBI to share its in-depth knowledge on private
sector development and international corporate
social responsibility.
Between February and December, CBI seconded one
of its staff members to The Netherlands’ Permanent
Representative in Geneva. The objective of the
secondment was to further embed CBI’s involvement
in the Aid for Trade agenda. The CBI staff member
was able to strengthen CBI’s networks in the WTO,
ITC (International Trade Centre), UNCTAD (United
Nations Conference of Trade and Development) and
ICTSD (International Centre for Trade and
Sustainable Development). As a result, the
Representative was also able to put a number of
issues on the agendas of various organisations. One
of these issues was the obstacles that SME exporters
face when trying to access regional and international
markets and to integrate their companies in
production and trade chains.

NTF III: A trusted partnership enters
new fields
The long-standing formal partnership between CBI
and International Trade Centre (ITC) continued in
2014. NTF III, the Netherlands Trust Fund, to which
both parties are signatories, was renewed for the
third time in 2013 with the aim of enhancing the

export competitiveness of selected sectors in
selected countries. Up to now, these have been
information technology and services in Bangladesh;
fresh fruit in Kenya and coffee in Uganda. In 2014,
these sectors were further developed and, building
on the outcomes of earlier phases, they are firming
up satisfactorily and delivering results.
At the same time, the NTF III is entering two new
fields: tourism in Myanmar and IT outsourcing in
East Africa. Tourism is an expanding sector with
more people than ever wanting to travel ‘off the
beaten track’. Recognising the potential of this
sector, in 2014 NTF III started developing a new
tourism programme in the northern Kayah state of
Myanmar. A remote culturally rich region, NTF III’s
approach is to enhance opportunities for local
service providers in the tourism value chains and to
promote the region in international markets.
Ultimately the tourism sector in Myanmar will be
able to sustain itself, bringing with it employment,
infrastructure and value added supply chains.
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Partnership PUM and CBI renewed 3

The prognosis for the rise of Uganda and Kenya as
international information technology (IT) services
suppliers is equally positive. Both countries have
undergone strong development in the IT sector over
the last decade. NTF III and CBI launched a three
year project in Uganda in 2014 which aims to
stimulate SMEs entering IT services and boost the
export market in this sector. During the year,
exploratory work in Kenya focused on the country’s
leading role in the mobile payment sector and its
sophisticated IT hub structures with a view to
supporting SMEs in the time to come to capitalise on
these competitive advantages for export.

Partnership PUM and CBI renewed
Sharing the same target group – SMEs in developing
countries - PUM and CBI have collaborated for a long
time. PUM supports SMEs in various ways including
with business development advice while CBI
supports them with coaching and advice on
exporting. Their complementary activities were
formalised in a new Memorandum of Understanding
2014-2018 in December. The MOU will cover 11 new
CBI projects in Peru and Colombia.
PUM will bring its extensive expertise on sustainable
business development, an increasingly important
issue that both PUM and CBI are addressing, to the
table.
Currently, CBI is selecting SMEs and preparing export
plans. “Sharing responsibility for Export Coaching
Programmes in Colombia and Peru certainly has its merits.
Sharing costs means that SMEs can benefit from longer

on-site stays of PUM experts,” says Alex Meerkerk, Analysis
and Monitoring Manager at PUM. Melanie van der
Baaren-Haga, CBI Programme Manager for Latin America,
reiterates this view. “By joining forces, we can achieve better
results with the same budget.”
Apart from collaborating on programmes, PUM and
CBI are also collaborating closely with LEI
Wageningen University and the Erasmus School of
Economics on PRIME. (see below)

A strong international presence
Collaboration beyond NTF
In the area of market information, CBI adds
International Trade Centre’s quantitative market
analysis and information about voluntary product
standards to its own qualitative, future-oriented
market intelligence. At the invitation of ITC, a CBI
expert was invited to collaborate with the ITC
Netherlands Trust Fund (NTF) staff on further
developing a results-based management framework.
Again at the invitation of ITC, RVO/CBI was offered
the opportunity to present and discuss good practice
at two major ITC trade promotion conferences. The
first was the World Export Development Forum in
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September in Rwanda whose theme was ‘SMEs:
Creating jobs through trade’. Experiences were
shared in panel discussions on compliance with
private standards while at the same time it created a
platform to launch the Dutch Good Growth Fund
(http://news.cbi.eu/helping-the-missing-middle/).
The Fund strives to fulfil an important role in the
financing of local small and medium-sized
businesses. The second event was the TPO Network
World Conference in Dubai in November. This year’s
theme was ‘From export promotion to
internationalization: The role of TPOs (trade
promotion organisations) in the global economy’.
CBI delivered a presentation on experiences with
Supporting SME Integration into Global Value
Chains.
CBI and ITC are also carrying out an export potential
survey which will continue into 2015.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Under the direction of Max Timmerman, CBI is
attaching special importance to steering its work
according to results. CBI’s efforts over the last few
years to move from being a supply driven
organisation to a results driven programme started
to take hold in 2014. Good results start with a good
understanding of a scenario.
In 2014, the multi-year, multi-partner project to
define an impact evaluation methodology for private
sector development interventions – called PRIME
(Pioneering Real-Time Impact Monitoring and
Evaluation) – was well underway. PRIME’s objective
is to design methods to monitor and evaluate the
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impact of PUM and CBI interventions that support
SMEs in developing countries. Apart from CBI itself,
the players in PRIME are the Foundation Netherlands
Senior Experts (PUM), the Agricultural Economics
Research Institute (LEI Wageningen UR) and the
Erasmus School of Economics (ESE). At the
organisational level, discussions were held with ITC
about its potential involvement in developing the
PRIME methodology. The expectation is that ITC will
formally participate in this project in 2015. At the
implementation level, the first case study missions
for PRIME took place in 2014. These were to
Indonesia, Peru, Bangladesh and Bolivia.
Further, PRIME has drawn up recommendations
from a review of academic literature and discussions
with CBI and PUM, and presented these to CBI.
These recommendations will help CBI both improve
its monitoring methodology and will underpin the
data CBI will collect for its Theory of Change. CBI will
start implementing PRIME’s advice in 2015 which will
give greater weight to the results that emerge from
this project. For those interested, the literature
review can be found on www.primepartnership.nl (in
English).

Customer satisfaction survey
At the other end of the results-based spectrum, CBI
carried out its first on line export data survey in
which we are asking the companies we collaborate
with to share their export turnover with us so that
we can evaluate our activities better. The preliminary
results of the survey are promising and show us that
we are on the right track. Even though only about

Corporate
25% of the companies (252) we work with provided
the information requested in the survey, being early
days yet, they nevertheless showed a growth in
exports of over € 14.3 million. Furthermore, more
than half of these respondents had not exported to
Europe previously and were only presented on the
international market in 2013.
An interesting outcome was the suggestion to
involve importers at an earlier stage. Since then our
efforts to involve importers more intensively are
resulting in more activities in the programmes in
which them are playing a role.

Market Intelligence: meeting
exporters’ and importers’ needs
One of the highlights of 2014 was the re-design of
CBI’s online marketing intelligence platform for
exporters. The information on the platform needed
an overhaul to better meet the needs of exporters.
To this end the platform was divided into 23 trade
sectors, each with underpinning questions and
answers. Instead of only offering facts and figures,
we now interpret and analyse the data and present it
as usable information for exporters. This makes it
much easier for exporters to find the information
they need to guide their decisions on the European
market. CBI is unique in making a platform available
for this specific purpose.
Feeding the platform is a mammoth task. Each of the
23 sectors has a Peer Group consisting of
representatives from European trade and industry.
The Peer Groups look at trends, import

requirements, trade structure and competition. They
also assess where the market is heading and
translate their conclusions into opportunities and
threats for exporters. Significantly, instead of
presenting information after the fact, CBI’s market
intelligence looks forward. This sector information is
updated every year and is available at http://www.
cbi.eu/market-information.
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Market Intelligence

> 400

27
Sectors

Documents published in 2014

> 85.000
Studies downloaded in 2014
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Top 5

Top 5

Developing countries in
terms of downloads in 2013

Sectors in terms
of downloads in 2013

1. India
2. Peru
3. Vietnam
4. Colombia
5. Pakistan

1. Fresh Food & Vegetables
2. Apparel
3. Coffee, tea an Cocoa
4. Processed Fruit and Vegetables 		
and Edible Nuts
5. Spices and Herbs

Corporate
While working on the platform, CBI saw that there
was a market intelligence product that could benefit
importers as well. This led to the development of a
number of ‘import intelligence’ studies which were
piloted in five sectors. One of these was the garment
sector and information was compiled on the
garment sector in Vietnam, Bangladesh and
Myanmar and on each of these countries. The
information covers general facts on the country; how
the sector is organised; the type of production
facilities available; what companies offer; how they
work; the CSR standards; the business culture and so
on. Just the type of information that importers need
when sourcing new suppliers.

Travelling a new road: investing in
CBI’s expertise
CBI has been in business for over 40 years - long
enough to have built up quite a track record and
created strategic alliances. One of these is TRIC
(Trade Related Instruments Connected), a network of
governmental organisations from Belgium, Finland,
Germany, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland and,
since 2014, the International Trade Centre (ITC), that
shares the mandate of stimulating export
development in developing countries. TRIC members
work in a diverse range of disciplines, making for
effective and efficient collaboration. Within TRIC,
CBI is known for the quality of its market intelligence
and network of Business Support Organisations
(BSOs) in developing countries. As some TRIC
partners are relatively small, they commission CBI
to carry out research. One such example is the GIZ
(German Import Promotion Desk) which requested

CBI to identify high-potential export value chains in
the South Asian Association of Regional Cooperation
(SAARC) region.
Equally exciting was the collaboration between CBI
and the Ecuadorian government. In a show of
confidence in CBI, the Government of Ecuador
commissioned CBI to continue supporting Ecuador’s
Trade Promotion Organisation, Pro Ecuador, in the
execution of an ‘export diversification project’.
This project involved diversifying non-traditional
Ecuadorian exports at three levels: one, diversifying
the markets for Ecuadorian products; two,
diversifying the products themselves; and three,
diversifying the group of exporting companies
beyond the traditional large exporters.
The larger chunk of CBI’s work in 2014 was
supporting companies directly through export
coaching and training. This involved supporting
companies from the cocoa, chocolate, coffee,
flowers and seafood sectors to reach new markets.
This sounds easy, but simply doing that hides a
myriad of underlying activities carried out in
collaboration with Pro Ecuador, such as obtaining
market intelligence, designing the coaching
methodology, auditing companies, and then carrying
it out. Other aspects of CBI’s work included
supporting Pro Ecuador in upgrading its services,
and building the competences of its staff. What is
unique in this activity is that CBI was not financed by
its own ministry, but by the Ecuadorian Government
which consciously chose CBI to support it in the
execution of this programme.
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And finally, in 2014 the Openbaar Lichaam Bonaire
– the Bonaire authorities – commissioned CBI to
carry out a quick scan of opportunities for promoting
trade and investment. The outcomes of the quick
scan will generate the information needed to make
the business case on how best to design trade and
investment programmes on Bonaire. The Openbaar
Lichaam of St. Eustatius and Saba, Bonaire’s
neighbours in the Netherlands Antilles,
commissioned CBI to organise a strategic conference
that would create the scenario in which a quick scan
of their trade and investment opportunities can be
done in 2015.

External Experts Day
In January, more than 130 of CBI’s external experts,
from all over the world, took part in the External
Experts Conference, held every two years at CBI’s
offices in The Hague. CBI Managing Director Hans
Klunder opened the conference whose theme was
“Inspiration for Development-Trade 2.0”. One of the
speakers, Arancha Gonzalez, Executive Director of
the International Trade Centre (ITC), set the tone by
emphasising the elements of aid, trade and
investment in development cooperation while at the
same time talking about the difficulties exporters
face in meeting complex regulations and certification
and safety requirements. One of the workshops
focused exactly on this topic. The Making Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) our core business
workshop emphasised the importance for companies
to increase the quality of their products and not just
the quantity if they wish to reach European markets.
The conference provided space for debate and
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discussion on the business environment for SME
exporters in developing countries.

Fair business practices
There is a growing demand on the European market
for fair trade home decoration items and home
textiles and therefore opportunities for exporters
from developing countries. With funding from the
Sustainable Economic Development Department of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (DDE), CBI and the
Dutch Association of World Shops (DAWS) set up the
Fair Trade’s Finest Programme to stimulate the
production of fair trade home decoration products
and textiles in developing countries and their
subsequent export. These products are produced in
a sustainable and fair manner. The fund, worth € 2.8
million, was also used to build export capacity,
matchmaking and, in collaboration with the World
Fair Trade Organisation (WFTO), to work towards
eventual certification of home decoration products.

Moving forward in a tumultuous year
After six years in office, CBI Director, Hans Klunder,
took the difficult decision to take the next step in
his career. But what better way to mark the
departure of your director than to organise an event
that will have a lasting impact? Hence the ‘Working
together on private sector development’ conference
in April. CBI co-organised the conference with the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ Sustainable Economic
Development Department (DDE) and Netherlands
Enterprise Agency (RVO), bringing together all the
major private sector development players in the
Netherlands.

Corporate
They included members of the Private Sector
Development platform (PSD) and other partners
such as SPARK, CORDAID, ICCO, NCH and Partos.
Participants concluded that closer collaboration
between organisations working to stimulate private
sector development would make each of them more
effective. An outcome of the conference is that a
coordinated programme will be instituted that will
thoroughly assess: one, the climate in which
entrepreneurs operate in selected countries; and
two, the involvement of industry and supporting
organisations both in-country and in the
Netherlands. Collaborating on the assessment and
sharing the findings will bring all participants
benefits.

went to South Africa’s attractive lifestyle items
producer Indigi Designs, who impressed the CBI jury
with their ability to break into new markets in a
variety of disciplines. In the Supply Chain
Engagement category the winner was Baylag Ulzii
LLC, from Mongolia which produces home textiles
from traditional materials, for its skill in linking
traditional culture to new markets while helping to
preserve Mongolia’s unique nomadic culture and
identity.
The three award winners won a fully financed
corporate film and free exposure through CBI’s
global network. These films can be viewed on
http://news.cbi.eu/cbis-sme-award-winners-getwhat-they-deserve/.

This is why we do what we do
CBI’s Inspirational SME Awards is an annual
competition that spotlights promising SMEs that
are participating or have participated in its Export
Coaching Programmes and that are sources of
innovation and inspiration. The 40 entrants
submitted pitches in three categories: Gender;
Innovative Buyer Cooperation; and Supply Chain
Engagement. Nominees came from Bolivia,
Colombia, Mongolia, South Africa, Sri Lanka,
Tanzania/USA.
The winners were announced in December. In the
Gender category, the winner was Womencraft Social
Enterprises, a non-profit organisation in Tanzania
that helps former refugee women from Burundi and
Rwanda become entrepreneurs who produce and
sell beautiful hand-woven products. In the
Innovative Buyer Cooperation category the award
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Bolivia
Sectors

Colombia
Sectors

Ecuador
Sectors

El Salvador
Sectors

Agriculture
Fresh food & vegetables
Timber
Wine
Garments
Home decoration & textiles

Guatamala
Sectors

Honduras
Sectors

Nicaragua
Sectors

Peru
Sectors

Natural ingedients
Tourism
Fishery
Electronic
Paints & coatings

Suriname
Sectors

Coffee, tea, cacao
Automotive
Metal
Medical
Food ingredients
Subcontracting
IT/BPO
Pipe & proces
Office & school supplies
Motion control
Flowers

CHAPTER 2

Latin America

Latin America

This was an exciting year for CBI in Latin America. It was a year in which
CBI’s hard work and long experience in Latin America took several new
turns. It was a year in which a shift took place from stimulating exporters
to forging new partnerships to create more conducive export
environments through government co-financing. This shift was possible
given many Latin American countries’ stable economic positions and
infrastructures. CBI embarked on working with its partners on coaching,
match-making and exposure at trade shows. Also, after a year of
preparation, CBI is pleased to announce the birth of two country
programmes: Colombia and Peru.
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THE BIG PICTURE

Some 400 businesses in 11 Latin American Countries
CBI engaged with some 366 separate businesses in nine different Latin American countries
in 2014 : Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, Suriname, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala,
Nederlandse Antillen, Barbados. A total of 11 programmes were either started or already underway
in the following 15 sectors: Seafood, Tourism; Timber; Natural Ingredients; Food Ingredients;
Coffee, Tea & Cacao; Honey, Garments; Aquaculture; Wine; ITO/BPO; Flowers & Foliage; and
Fresh Fruit & Vegetables; Pipes & Process Equipment.

15

6
6

3

New integrated country programme:
Colombia
Colombia’s economy has been doing well in recent
years and it is now one of the best performing
countries in Latin America. The time seemed right
for CBI to launch one of its two new country
programmes here with Colombia’s export,
investment and tourism promotion agency,
PROCOLOMBIA. This programme is unique for two
reasons. One, it is the first time that in-country
export promotion organisations are co-financing a
CBI programme; and two, because of the high
degree of stakeholder involvement in a programme.
The new Colombia country programme was officially
launched on 27 November 2014 in a special event in
which a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was
signed by PROCOLOMBIA’s Vice-President for
Exports, Ricardo Vallego, and CBI Managing Director,
Max Timmerman. The MoU formalises both
organisations’ commitment to cooperate on this
programme between 2014-2018.
CBI and ProColombia jointly identified six priority
sectors. These are: exotic fresh fruit; processed
specialty coffee; natural ingredients for food,
cosmetics and pharmaceutical products; tropical and
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exotic flowers and foliage; garments; and IT
outsourcing services. These sectors were chosen for
their potential on the European market where the
demand for these type of products is increasing. The
first workshop run jointly by PROCOLOMBIA was
held in May in Medellín. Participants were SMEs who
wanted to export to the European Union.
The programme involves a number of stakeholders,
including Business Support Organisations (BSOs) in
Colombia, export companies and potential
importers. CBI defined the criteria for the initial
selection of companies that included aspects such as
export potential to the European market, their
commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility and
the number of Colombian rural producers that
benefit from their operations. CBI did the value
chain analysis with the stakeholders and worked
with sector promotion organisations to make the
final selection of high potential companies.

PROCOLOMBIA
Developing export capacity and market entry

Colombia

“ We are strengthening the SMEs’ abilities to promote themselves and are building
the skills of potential Colombian exporters to Europe. The programmes with CBI
are based on the needs of these companies and as such they include subjects
such as action plans, the development of the export capacity and market entry. ”
María Claudia Lacouture, President of PROCOLOMBIA
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New integrated country programme:
Peru
Like Colombia, Peru has shown good economic
development in recent years despite recession
elsewhere. Peru is rich in natural resources and
produces products such as specialty coffee, ‘super
foods’, Andean grains, natural ingredients for food
and non-food products, organic cotton and Alpaca
wool. These are just the products that are of
increasing interest in Europe. Peru’s exporters can
take advantage of Europe’s strong interest in
organic, sustainable and fair trade certified products
and, since the signing of a Free Trade Agreement
with the EU in 2013, there are good opportunities for
export.
To further support the conducive export
environment, CBI initiated an integrated country
programme this year. In collaboration with its
partners PROMPERU, the Lima Chamber of
Commerce and the Peruvian Exporters Association
(ADEX), it will concentrate on five sectors: natural
ingredients for food and non-food products; grains,
pulses and nuts; specialty coffee and cocoa and
derivatives; garments; and aquaculture. A value
chain analysis showed that there are plenty of SMEs
working in these sectors. The goal is to ultimately
work with 50 companies to generate approximately
€ 30 million worth of exports to Europe.
An exciting development in the Peru integrated
country programme is that the business conditions
are such that CBI can introdue several new ways of
working. For the first time CBI will be working with
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both SMEs and producers; it will connect exporters
and European importers right from the start of the
programme; and it will create ‘lighthouse’ projects
that showcase innovative ways of collaboration
between all the actors in the value chain. This
far-reaching stakeholder involvement will ultimately
help producers and SMEs attain both the quantity
and the quality of products preferred by the
European market.

Central America: specialty coffees on
the rise
Speciality coffee is trendy and the taste for it in
Europe is on the rise. This is a good thing for
participants in CBI’s Central American Agro-Food
Programme. So there was only one place for CBI and
its partner coffee companies to be and that was the
Specialty Coffee Association of Europe (SCAE), event
in Rimini in June. For three intensive days, importers,
roasters, baristas and other coffee related
businesses rubbed shoulders and talked business.
The SCAE was very useful for CBI partner companies
to see the direction in which the European market is
moving. Europe is one of the biggest consumers of
organic certified coffees like UTZ and Fair Trade and
as such, its demand for traceable and high quality
coffee is increasing. This brings with it greater
interest in small roasters and a desire for more
information on how the coffee is grown and on the
growers themselves. To this end, CBI is encouraging
coffee farmers to brand their coffees strongly and to
promote themselves well.

Vape Honey
“ We would like to thank CBI for a great stand and for all the promotion and
marketing. CBI allowed us to present the various honies that we offer in our
region. It’s been a great eye opener for potential clients, contacts and customers.
We participated in the EXPRO and … what we learned through CBI in terms of
coaching and different techniques has really come in handy here at SIAL2014. ”
SIAL2014, Vape Honey, El Salvador
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El Salvador

A great eye opener for potential clients

This was the first time that CBI had a stand at the
SCAE and promoted speciality coffee from Central
America. Apart from enabling its partners to see
market trends in Europe for themselves, CBI’s task at
SCAE was to introduce them to potential buyers in
Europe. In a strategic move, both Central American
coffee institutes and companies shared the same
stand and this turned out to be a good move. The
size and design of the stand helped position both
Central America and CBI as players on the coffee
market, and the companies represented at the CBI
stand made over 270 contacts.

A win-win situation: PRO ECUADOR
After two years of formal collaboration, CBI was
delighted that PRO ECUADOR, Ecuador’s National
Trade Promotion Organisation, renewed its
collaboration with CBI in March. In this agreement,
PRO ECUADOR is commissioning CBI to jointly
develop Ecuador’s national export strategy. PRO
ECUADOR had initially approached CBI for its
knowledge and expertise in export promotion.
This collaboration is definitely a win-win situtation.
For CBI, the unique PRO ECUADOR agreement is an
excellent first step in finding new ways of continuing
its development and promotion programmes in nonpriority countries. This is the first time that its work
is co-financed by a ministry. For Ecuador, by
extending this agreement through PRO ECUADOR, it
can continue benefitting from CBI’s expertise while
maintaining its independence and steering its own
course. Both parties are drawing on each other’s
networks and are jointly looking beyond promoting
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Ecuadorian businesses only in Europe, but globally.
Using each other’s strengths, PRO ECUADOR is
responsible for the programme’s logistical and
organisational components vis-à-vis SME
development, such as organising trade fair
participation and providing technical support, while
CBI concentrates on market intelligence research,
providing advisory services to PRO ECUADOR and
recruiting national and international experts. The
programme is working with 65 SMEs in the seafood,
flower, cocoa and coffee sectors and is exploring
possibilities of working with another 65 companies
from other sectors including natural ingredients and
fresh fruit.
As a result of this collaboration’s success, CBI is
being approached by other Latin American countries
and is exploring the feasibility of similar activities.

ProEcuador
The right tone of voice

ProEcuador

“ The local support the Ecuadorian government offers SMEs is definitely an
improvement. It speaks the language of the Ecuadorian entrepreneurs, has the
right tone of voice and it knows the ins and outs of the local situation. ”
Rosa Nelly Castro Varas, Monitoring and Evaluation Analyst, ProEcuador
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Benin
Sectors

Burkina Faso
Sectors

Ethiopia
Sectors

Ghana
Sectors

Agriculture
Fresh food & vegetables
Timber
Wine
Garments

Kenya
Sectors

Madagascar
Sectors

Mali
Sectors

Palestinian Terr.
Sectors

Home decoration & textiles
Natural ingedients
Tourism
Fishery

Rwanda
Sectors

Senegal
Sectors

South Africa
Sectors

Tanzania
Sectors

Electronic
Paints & coatings
Coffee, tea, cacao
Automotive
Metal

Uganda
Sectors

Zambia
Sectors

Medical
Food ingredients
Subcontracting
IT/BPO
Pipe & proces
Office & school supplies
Motion control
Flowers

CHAPTER 3

Africa
and Middle East
This year was a transition year for CBI’s work in Africa. While CBI
continued its work building the capacity of micro-enterprises in Africa, for

Africa

the first time it experimented with involving importers at an early stage of
some of its programmes. After all, as the potential buyers their voices
count. Then there was a one year programme for young entrepreneurs
and finally, greater emphasis on using locally based consultants.
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THE BIG PICTURE

Some 151 businesses and 32 BSOs in 14 African countries

1
5
1

A total of seven CBI programmes started throughout the continent of Africa in 2014 .

The programmes cover Fresh Fruit & Vegetables, Tourism and Natural Ingredients. We’re working
with entrepreneurs in the following African countries: South Africa, Kenya, Madagascar, Uganda,

7

Tanzania, Rwanda, the Palestinian Authorities, Benin, Burkina Faso, Mali, Ghana, Senegal
and Ethiopia.

LDCs and commissioning local
consultants: a win-win situation
CBI is working towards dedicating 50 percent of its
budget to least developed countries (LDCs). More
than half of its eligible countries that are considered
LDCs are in Africa and the Middle East. The classic
economic situation in LDCs is that there is a strong
but small layer of large corporations, mostly
dominated by multinationals at one end of the
economic spectrum and a huge number of mostly
informal micro enterprises at the other end. In the
middle, there is a clear dearth of small and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs). This makes it a very
challenging climate in which to operate.
One way to work most efficiently in this scenario is
to work more with consultants based locally or
regionally. They are familiar with the business scene,
they know how things work in their countries or
regions, and they have their networks. CBI is working
towards eventually having half the days that are
contracted to external experts, contracted to local
experts. It is not there yet, but it does feel strongly
that this not only makes economic sense for CBI, but
has the added advantage of providing employment
locally and to building capacity in-country. Further,
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CBI will be able to gather information on the supply
side and share market information on the demand
side effectively because of the consultants’ close
contact to companies and business support
organisations (BSOs). As they are on the spot they
can visit BSOs or companies more often and build up
strong relationships over time.
In the Africa region, CBI is currently working with
two local consultancy firms: Agence Sénégalaise de
Promotion des Exportations (ASEPEX) in Senegal and
Ghana National Procurement Agency (GNPA) in
Ghana. These firms are building their capacity to
provide CBI with market intelligence on the products
that are of specific interest and will eventually be
able to do the same thing for other organisations in
the private sector in their country. CBI is creating a
win-win situation.

Exploratory dialogue with importers:
baby steps as yet
Traditionally, CBI has focused its efforts on
exporters. It has worked and still works with
exporters making sure that they conform to
regulations, acquire any relevant certifications and
that their products meet the importers’

AGF Nederland
“ The Centre for the Promotion of Imports (CBI) … is represented at FRUIT
LOGISTICA this year with 36 growers, including for the first time a number from
West Africa. The CBI has ensured that they meet all the requirements of
European buyers. Products are fresh and high in quality, and the farmers abide
by food safety and hygiene protocols and are serious about social responsibility. ”
AGF Nederland, fruit and vegetable agency for the Netherlands
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West Africa

Social responsibility

“ There was a good number of visitors at the CBI stand, even more
importantly, the contacts we made were of a very high quality.
We met with several important buyers including representatives of
Dutch and German supermarket chains. ”				
Peter van Gilst, Programme Manager, Centre for the Promotion of 		
Imports in the Netherlands
exploring this avenue of trade and hope to bring
some positive news next year.

West African fresh fruit and
vegetables at the Fruit Logistica

requirements. The philosophy was that exporters
should have the right products and be well prepared
for business before being introduced to importers at
trade shows. This year, the Africa and Middle East
region has started to close the gap between
importers and exporters by opening dialogue with
importers. Involving importers at an earlier stage
means knowing what the market is looking for and
being better able to meet the market’s demands.
However, CBI is also aware that working with
importers at an earlier stage needs some careful
negotiations. After all, unlike CBI, importers are not
in the business of building the capacity and human
resources of a company. This calls for good
agreements to be made between potential exporters
and importers.
All the work we have done to date is as yet
exploratory, so we have nothing specific to report.
Nevertheless, our region is keen to continue
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The demand for exotic fruit and vegetables is
growing in Europe and buyers there are looking for
reliable suppliers to fill their shelves. Luckily, this is a
high potential sector in West Africa and one which
can though meeting the rigorous export standards
can be challenging. For this reason CBI started the
Export Coaching Programme (ECP) for Fresh Fruit &
Vegetables in 2008 that included five West African
countries. Among the delicious fruit grown are
mangoes from Mali and Senegal, and pineapples
from Ghana. The ECP will come to an end this year.
The focus of the ECP has been to support producers
and exporters of fresh fruit and vegetables to enter
the European market and to establish sustainable
trade relationships with European buyers. What
European buyers want are consistent freshness and
high quality, and produce that comes from suppliers
who guarantee compliance with stringent food
safety and hygiene protocols and demonstrate
corporate social responsibility. Reliability in supply is
also crucial and calls for investments on the part of
suppliers in cold storage, transport and logistics.
Having worked intensively with growers, CBI was
able to introduce 12 growers from Mali and Senegal
to European buyers at the Fruit Logistica in Berlin in
February. It was the first time that companies from
West Africa were presented to buyers. Each of them

had invested heavily in preparing for the event and
were ready to enter into partnerships with European
buyers. As part of the ECP, they had undergone
training in order to meet European market standards
for fresh fruits and vegetables that included the
increasing emphasis on corporate social
responsibility, ethical trading and sustainability. The
12 producers grow a range of fruit and vegetables
including mangoes, melons, peppers, okra and green
beans. All are GLOBALG.A.P. certified and some
organic.

The tourism sector in Europe is a high growth sector
with a substantial proportion of travellers interested
in adventure, nature and culture travel. As such
Europe offers plenty of opportunity to SMEs in
tourism in Africa. It also represents an important
source of foreign exchange. This year the Tourism
2008-2014 Export Coaching Programme (ECP) came
to an end. The ECP was open to SMEs operating in
Ethiopia, Ghana, Jordan, Kenya, Madagascar, Mali,
Mozambique, Rwanda, South Africa, Tanzania,
Uganda and Zambia, and ultimately involved 60
companies from these 12 countries.

As part of the ECP, the CBI facilitated two events.
One was the EXPRO a training workshop held
between 26 February and 3 March. A number of
representatives from African SMEs took part in the
week’s intensive training in The Hague which went
into tourism export marketing in depth. As part of
the workshop the participants worked on writing
their own export marketing plans. In the words of
one participant, “This trip has been a big eye-opener.
There is a lot of potential, a lot of niche marketing of
products that has not been done before so I have a
lot of ideas.”

CBI’s work in this sector focused on four aspects:
one, familiarising SMEs with the competitive
European market; two, strengthening their
marketing and positioning skills on the European
market; three, strengthening the institutional
capacity of African exporters and BSOs; and lastly,
product development.

The second event was a two-day in-country
stakeholders workshop held in June in Zambia. The
aim of the workshop was two-fold: to further
enhance public-private cooperation; and to support
the country’s tourism SMEs to put Zambia on the
map as a great destination for tourists. As tourism
touches so many sectors in so many ways, publicprivate cooperation is highly desirable.

Africa

Tourism Africa
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objectives of the EXPRO were to familiarise
participants with the European market and develop
the skills needed to market and mange exports to
Europe.

Natural ingredients in two
African regions
East Africa: oilseeds and hot drinks
Many of East Africa’s poorest people work in
farming, while agriculture is the leading economic
sector in East Africa in terms of GDP. Agriculture is
also a sector that has great export potential that can
be further developed. In terms of natural
ingredients, East Africa is a major supplier of
oilseeds, tea and coffee. Ethiopia alone ranks third in
the world of sesame seed suppliers and is an
important producer of other oilseeds. The oilseed
sector in Uganda is growing too. Its value chain,
which is going from strength to strength, includes
farmers and other stakeholders. An EXPRO (Export
Marketing and Management seminar) Oilseeds
Uganda was held in The Hague in December. The
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Tea and coffee are also important products in the
region. Kenya is the world’s third largest tea
producer and coffee is one of the most important
cash crop for both Ethiopia and Uganda. In the case
of tea and coffee, though these crops are major
foreign exchange earners, the bulk is further
processed outside their countries. This year, CBI put
its efforts into looking at ways to increase the
processing locally so as to create more market
opportunities and generate more export revenue.
Should more processing be done locally, it would
take advantage of the worldwide trend for specialty
certified and sustainably grown products with a
story behind the label.

West Africa: spices, herbs, oils and dried fruit
CBI started a new Natural Ingredients programme in
West Africa. The programme covers suppliers of
natural ingredients such as spices, herbs, vegetable
oils, essential oils and dried fruit for the food,
cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries. Eligible
countries for the Natural Ingredients programme are
Benin, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Mali and Senegal. The
natural ingredients sector in West Africa is large,
geographically widespread and involves very many,
mainly unskilled, workers. As a large proportion of
them are rural women, this sector is important at the
household level as well as at national level.

Nevertheless, CBI believes that the natural
ingredients sector has potential for export. CBI has
started one Export Coaching Programme (ECP) for all
five countries that will focus on supporting
producers and exporters and will include all those
products falling in the natural ingredients category.
Instead of taking its usual country and/or product
approach for an ECP, CBI has chosen to group the
five countries into one ECP because of the number of
export potential products and the small number of
companies in each country. This will make its efforts
to support regional Business Support Organisations
(BSOs) more effective.

BSOD: Senegal ASEPEX
One of the highlights of our Business Support
Organisation Development Programme this year was
working with ASEPEX, the Senegalese Agency of
Export Promotion. After a long period of discussions
and negotiations and a change of leadership, our
collaboration reached a turning point. Our

partnership was formalised by the signing of a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) at the Fruit
Logistica trade show in Berlin on 13 February. The
MoU, which is to run from 2014 to 2018, was signed
by CBIs Managing Director, Hans Klunder, and
ASEPEX’s Director General, Dr Malick Diop.
The MoU’s objective is two-fold. One is to build
ASEPEX’s capacity in market information, and the
second is to make sure that both organisations
provide the support that Senegalese companies in
the fresh fruit and natural ingredients sectors need
to be able to export their products. After the
signing, Dr Malick Diop said that the forecast for
Senegalese exports in these sectors was positive.
“It’s a very good partnership and the results are
now beginning to be seen. We think that we will see
20 per cent growth between 2013 and 2014.”

Africa

The producers and farmers are mainly small
entrepreneurs who work hard in the informal
economy for very small margins. They are as yet not
organised as a sector. This gives the programme
immediate challenges as they are not integrated into
national, let alone international, value chains and
operate in a weak institutional environment with
limited funds. Further, the supply is vulnerable to
environmental and seasonal changes resulting in a
lack of reliability vis-à-vis quality and quantity.
Fluctuating market prices adds another layer of
uncertainty to the sector.

As a BSOD, ASEPEX finds and guides companies
towards a successful export position and in doing
so ensures that the quality of products meets
international market standards. This year, CBI
worked with ASEPEX on four programmes in
Senegal in the Fresh Fruit and Vegetables
Programme, three of which are due to end this year.
All four programmes were run with Senegalese
experts and ASEPEX played a very active role,
drafting terms of reference and tendering, and of
course acting as a consultant for their business
promotion.
CBI presented 10 Senegalese companies at the Fruit
Logistica in February in Berlin this year who export
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everything from organic mangoes and melons, to
okra and aubergine. ASEPEX had a very prominent
place at the fair on the stand. Also present was CBI’s
fresh fruit and vegetables expert, Gary Tomlins. He
explained that “The significant advantage of
Senegal is that it is very close to Europe. It’s only
about three to five days by boat, so in terms of
shipping costs and times that makes Senegal
incredibly attractive for a number of products.”

Ethiopia. Areas covered include marketing, design,
product development, co-creation, sustainability
and trends on the European market.
As an added bonus, CBI will award the YEP Award for
the entrepreneur or team that performs best. The
winner will be announced next year and the prize
will be a year of coaching by an expert of their
choice.

Our collaboration with ASEPEX is going from
strength to strength, and we are now starting to
prepare for the Fruit Logistica fair next year.

Ethiopia: Young Export Professionals

Africa

A short term, high energy programme with
ambitious young entrepreneurs. In brief, this is what
the Young Export Professionals Pilot (YEP)
Programme is about. It is a one year programme for
the under 35 year olds in the textiles sector in
Ethiopia who set their sights on exporting to Europe.
The programme which started this year will teach
practical skills that can be put into practice
straightaway. These include getting participants’
businesses online and ready to export. After one
year, the participants will have the necessary
knowledge, skills and tools to market a range of
textiles to European customers online.
The Young Entrepreneurs Kick Off meeting was held
in Addis Abeba on 16 and 17 September 2014. But as
befits the under 35s, the rest of the coaching will be
done online by a young, keen team of CBI staff and
external experts based in the Netherlands and
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Sectors
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Sectors
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Sectors
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Sectors
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Sectors
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Sectors
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Sectors
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Automotive

Timber

Metal

Wine

Medical
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Office & school supplies

Electronic
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CHAPTER 4

Asia
and Eastern Europe
As was the case for all of CBI’s regional programmes, 2014 was an
intensive year for the Asia and Eastern Europe region. Despite the slow
down in the Asian economies, we worked in highly diverse sectors that
included IT services, home decoration, food, natural ingredients,
garments, wine, fishery products, engineering and technical products.

One highlight was making strategic alliances with trade organisations in
the Netherlands for the metal working and apparel sectors. We started

Asia

seeing the benefits of these alliances in the contacts made between
potential buyers in Europe and producers in Asia, thus working towards
fulfilling our mission of stimulating export from developing countries.
39 | CBI Annual Report 2014
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THE BIG PICTURE

Some 500 businesses 21 Asian countries
CBI engaged with 500 separate businesses in 21 different Asian countries in 2014 :
Indonesia, Myanmar, Vietnam, Philippines, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh,
Mongolia, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Georgia, Armenia, Moldova, Mecedonia, Albania, Serbia,
Montenegro and Bosnia. A total of 18 programmes were either started or already underway in
the following 14 sectors: Home Decoration/Home Textiles; Tourism; Garments; Wine; Fresh Fruit &
Vegetables; Fishery; Natural Ingredients; ITO/BPO; Medical Supplies; Subcontracting;
Motion Control; Metalworking; Automotive and Electronic Components & Systems.

18

0
0

5

SME Awards: from camels and yaks to
luxury garments

– more than 90 percent of its production is exported
to Russia, Europe and the USA.

We were very proud that one of the winners of the
prestigious SME Awards in 2014 came from the Asia
region. The textiles company Baylag Ulzii LLC of
Mongolia was the winner in the category Supply
Chain Engagement. Baylag Ulzii LLC started life in
the early 1990s trading raw agricultural products. It
then spotted the potential of camel and yak hair for
luxury textiles and started collecting the hair in the
early 2000s, paying its suppliers – herders – well,
thus ensuring supply. Before it became a commodity
that gives herders an extra source of income, camel
and yak hair was a waste product.

What impressed the SME Awards panel is Baylag
Ulzii LLC’s strong sense of social responsibility. It
feels accountable to two groups: the herders that
supply the raw product and are thus the source of its
business; and its loyal employees. The company not
only provides employment to over 70 people, but it
pays well and provides good working conditions and
extras. By paying traditional herders for their yak
and camel hair, it is supporting a traditional way of
life while providing a cash economy to many
families.

Now, a decade on, Baylag Ulzii LLC purchases the
hair from local cooperatives who collect it from
herdsmen. It uses the hair to spin high quality yarn
for the Mongolian knitting industry. Selling under
the name BODIO’s, Baylag Ulzii LLC produces more
than 100 items made entirely in Mongolia and is now
one of the country’s leading producers of luxury
yarns and products. It eventually expanded into
making luxury camel and yak cashmere products for
export. Its natural high quality products coupled
with good service account for its success abroad
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A corporate film is part of the SME Award.

Seafood Expo Global
CBI again had a presence at the European Seafood
Exhibition in Brussels in May where it promoted
companies from Indonesia and Vietnam. This is the
fisheries sector’s most important trade fair and it
attracts suppliers, producers, buyers and associated
industries from all over the world. It was thus the
perfect place to promote Indonesian and
Vietnamese suppliers.

Bodio
“ Two CBI experts came here for five days training about exporting to the European
market. We learned from buyers what they expect from suppliers. The CBI
programme also helps us exhibit at international trade fairs. We won the supply
chain award because Bodio believes in making beautiful products and helping the
herders. ”
Monkhtuya Lkhamsuren, Operations Manager
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Mongolia

International trade fairs

Indonesia: joining forces
CBI has been running an Expert Coaching
Programme (ECP) in the fisheries sector in Indonesia
since 2009. In the run-up to the trade fair, CBI
worked closely with the Ministry of Marine Affairs
and Fisheries (MOMAF) in Indonesia and four
seafood companies to make sure that their efforts in
exhibiting in the Expo would pay off. Two of the
companies had previously attended the Expo as
visitors and one had previously exhibited once.
For this year’s Expo the strategy was for the
companies to join forces in a MOMAF/CBI stand
rather than exhibit individually. Through the
coaching, the participants were well prepared and
knew what to expect. As a departure from previous
years, a dedicated website was produced that gave
information about the companies and their
products, MOMAF and CBI. Similarly a flyer was
printed and handed out during the Expo. While it is
difficult to assess the impact of this communication,
the companies reported that a number of visitors
explicitly came to the stand after having read the
flyer or seen the website.
In total, the companies made 130 new contacts to
follow up and closed three deals.

Vietnam: promoting pangasius
About eight million people earn their livelihoods in
the seafood sector, many of them in farmed fish.
Vietnam has seen a tripling of fish exports since the
early 2000s but unfortunately, even as exports grew,
the reputation of pangasius plummeted. It began to
be seen as a tasteless low-cost product. As the
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falling popularity started to hit farmers, CBI
established an Export Promotion Programme in 2012
to address this situation. It commissioned an
external expert to work closely with VASEP,
Vietnam’s Association of Seafood Processors and
Exporters, to improve Vietnamese pangasius’ image.
For the European market branding and marketing of
pangasius as a versatile ‘everyday fish’ is just as
important as the fish carrying a sustainability
certification. The Seafood Expo Global was a great
opportunity to promote the Vietnamese pangasius
sector where all the 13 participants were ASC
(Aquaculture Stewardship Council) certified. ASC is
considered the world’s leading certification and
labelling body for responsibly farmed seafood.
Cooking demonstrations at the Expo showed visitors
that pangasius is delicious, combines easily with a
host of other ingredients and is a healthy choice.

Structured Data Systems
CeBit market our services

Bangladesh

“ CeBIt is an excellent opportunity for us to market our services. We have 		
been coached by CBI. They have done a great job. This is the watershed for 		
our company’s future. ”
Reffat Zaman, managing director Structured Data Systems, Bangladesh
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These companies were able to promote their work to
the European market, demonstrate their innovative
software solutions and make contacts with European
customers looking for software development and
outsourcing. The services they offer range from
software development to building mobile
applications and websites.
This year’s CeBIT was a positive and successful event for
CBI and its participating companies. At 108, the average
number of business contacts made per company was
more than three times higher than in 2013.

A trade mission exceeds expectations

Trade Fairs
CEBIT: Promoting 14 IT companies
CeBIT is the world’s leading event for decisionmakers, professionals and businesses in the IT
sector. The event attracts over 3,000 visitors. This
year it was held in March in Hanover, Germany.
Taking advantage of the trend in Europe to
outsource software related activities to lower-cost
destinations, the CeBIT was instrumental in CBI’s
ITO/BPO Services Programme to put Asian and
Eastern European countries on the map as
destinations for software development. Among the
14 IT service providers that CBI facilitated to attend
the CeBIT were companies from Albania, Armenia,
Bangladesh, Macedonia and the Palestinian
Territories.
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CBI is further building on its contacts with industry
associations at home in order to be able to effectively
enhance two-way trade opportunities with
developing countries. Two of the major Dutch
industry associations that it has good relationships
with are the FME and the Koningklijke Metaal Unie. In
October 2014, the three organisations embarked on a
trade mission to Vietnam. The 13 member delegation
went to Ho Chi Minh City with the intention of
exploring bi-directional trade opportunities in the
metalworking and processing sector.
CBI had prepared for the trade mission extremely
thoroughly, devoting more than one year, to it.
Preparation started with a market analysis to
establish the opportunities that were open to Dutch
businesses in the metalworking and processing
sectors. This was followed by a fact-finding mission to
Vietnam in December 2013.

“ One of the things we learned from CBI was how to prepare for this
event, down to the last detail. We learned about the presentation,
short and long presentations, brochures, our unique selling
proposition. And also important was how to document the leads
that we make and how to follow-up when we get back. These are
the main things that we need to make business and to become
successful. ”									
The preparation paid off as the participants of the
mission gained valuable insights into the sector in
Vietnam and made solid contacts with Vietnamese
companies in Ho Chi Minh City and its surrounding
areas. The participants were complementary about
the country’s market developments over past 10 years
and the huge potential it now shows. With a
population of about 100 million people, the EUVietnam Free Trade Agreement, membership of
ASEAN and Transatlantic Trade Partnership, Vietnam
is a highly attractive partner both in itself and as a
stepping stone in accessing regional markets in Asia.
Micha van Lin, Manager International Business at
FME, was enthusiastic about the trade mission and
CBI’s initiative in organising it. “CBI has opened our
eyes to the potential of the Vietnamese market and
laid the necessary connections with Business Support
Organisations there.” He goes on to say “A number of
these companies have already taken concrete steps
towards doing business with Vietnamese companies.
Vietnam offers a wealth of opportunities in the
metalworking and technology sector and doing
business there means investing in long-term
relationships.”

Collaborating with trade associations:
MODINT
After years of cooperation on sourcing, trade
missions and matchmaking, in April CBI and
MODINT, the Dutch trade association for the apparel
sector, signed a new Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU). This MoU formalised what had been a long

Erita Skendaj, Communication Progress, Albania

term productive working relationship. It also heralds
a new phase of greater cooperation in the area of
market intelligence. Both parties will draw on each
other’s strengths: MODINT’s strong network in the
Dutch and European apparel sector; and CBI’s strong
market intelligence.
With its 750 members that include manufacturers,
importers, agents and wholesalers of clothing,
fashion accessories, carpet and textiles, and contact
with similar trade organisations in other European
countries, MODINT can play an important
matchmaking role for CBI’s partner companies. For
its part, for MODINT and its constituency, CBI is an
important source of information and analyses on
sourcing trends in the apparel sector; alternative
sourcing countries;and information on interest in
sustainable production, niche markets and so on. It
furthermore has good contacts in sourcing countries
in both the private and public sectors.
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The formalised partnership led to a joint trade
mission to Vietnam in November. MODINT members
visited a range of producers and intermediaries,
many of whom were selected by CBI. This was highly
appreciated as many MODINT members are looking
to diversify their suppliers for textiles and garments.
Over the duration of the MoU, other trade missions
will be organised. Though at a prelimary stage, likely
missions will be to Myanmar, Bangladesh and
Pakistan. Further plans include the creation of a
knowledge platform and market intelligence research
by CBI covering topics such as customs regulations and
the role of European fashion centres.

A new country for CBI: Myanmar
One of the highlights of 2014 for CBI was starting to
work in Myanmar. It is still early days, but
exploratory missions have already taken place. We
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were honoured by the visit of President Thein Sein in
September, accompanied by his economic advisor
and the ministers of Transport, Energy and Livestock,
Fisheries and Rural Development. President Thein
Sein’s visit was preceded by a visit to Myanmar by
the Netherlands’ Minister Schultz van Haegen of
Infrastructure and the Environment together with
the Director of CBI in June.
These exchange visits further strengthened the
economic ties between the two nations. Aid and
Trade is high on the Netherlands’ agenda, and CBI is
keen to do what it does best: stimulating exporters
in developing countries. As such CBI was one of the
first development cooperation organisations
permitted into Myanmar, and its initial role was to
see how it could support the country develop its
export strategies.
CBI has identified three sectors on which to focus its

Tbilvino Exporter
40% growth every yaer
“ Marketing, branding and effective presentation skills. These techniques that we
gained from the CBI project also help us on other markets. We are growing very
fast, about 40 percent every year. In 2009 we produced 1.5 million bottles and last
year it was 4 million bottles. Our sales to Europe are increasing every year. ”

Georgia

George Margvelashvili, Tbilvino Exporter, Georgia
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“ One of the most positive things that CBI did in support of the
Georgian wine sector was bringing all the stakeholders together ...
[and] supporting public-private partnerships, which has been a
key issue when developing a sector in a country. ”			
Tina Kezeli, Georgian Wine Association

efforts in Myanmar. These are the garment sector;
the seafood sector; and tourism. Myanmar already
has an established garment sector, producing good
quality apparel to its largest importers, Japan and
Korea. CBI believes that there are good
opportunities for tourism in Myanmar, even in the
remote north which is already attracting
adventurous tourists looking for cultural and
eco-tourism experiences off the beaten track.

The SEEWINE programme in action:
Georgian wine – the soul of the
people
Europe is the world’s largest and most adventurous
wine market. At the same time it is also the most
fragmented and has stringent regulations on
imports. CBI’s SEEWINE export coaching programme
works with wine exporters in South East Europe who
wish to tap into the European market. One key wine
producing country is Georgia. Georgia has been
producing wine for thousands of years, and Georgian
wine producers are slowly diversifying their exports
and gaining ground on the European wine market,
after years of producing wine primarily for the
internal and Russian markets.
Apart from coaching on European import
regulations, standards and taste, CBI’s expert
coaching programme in Georgia has emphasised a
joint public-private sector approach to entering the
European market. The reason for this is that Georgia
is a relatively small country whose wine industry
still needs to get more exposure so joining forces to
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promote Georgian wines rather than individual
producers makes sense.
CBI programme manager Reinoud Nuijten explains
that CBI’s work with the Georgian wine sector has
had an impact that goes far beyond the country’s
wine exporters. “Wine export is a huge contributor
to Georgia’s overall GDP and helps reduce the
country’s high unemployment rate. The production
of high quality wine requires a good production
infrastructure, including bottles, corks and label
manufacturing, and good roads. Wine production,
in other words, stimulates economic development.”

Top 10 visitors
CBIs website statistics
Pageviews:

1.411.206
357.870

1

Netherlands

2

India

3

United Kingdom

4

United States

5

Peru

6

Germany

7

Pakistan

8

Colombia

9

Vietnam

10

Indonesia

Visits:

Unique visitors:

235.032
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CHAPTER 5

Finances
Balance sheet account
Balance

31-12-2014

31-12-2013

EUR (x1000)

EUR (x1000)

Tangible fixed assets

0

269,371

Accounts Receivable

313,007

688,807

Other current assets

3,888,146

2,585,735

Current account RHB

3,410,956

3,039,080

683,250

8,243,976

8,295,359

14,826,969

1,122,980

1,160,802

0

0

* Net income

-488,254

-37,822

Total equities

634,726

1,122,980

2,477,609

10,299,482

ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents
Total assents
EQUITIES
* Retained earning
* Disposal of surplus

LIABILITIES
Inventory/Work in progress
Accounts Receivable

991,832

628,740

Other current assets

4,191,192

2,775,767

8,295,359

14,826,969

Total liabilities
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Cash flow statement
Cash flow overview

2014

2013

EUR (x1000)

EUR (x1000)

3,309

3,376

Total operational cash flow

387

-276

Total investments

-16

-69

1

8

-15

-61

Non-recurring payment to mother department

0

0

Non-recurring payment by mother department

0

0

Loan servicing

0

0

Loan facility request

0

0

Total cash flow from financing

0

0

3,411

3,039

Current account RHB as of 1 january

Total book value disinvestments
Total investment cash flow

Current account RHB as of 31 december
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Profit and loss acount 2014

(Incomes, Expenditures, Operating profit and Profit)
Profit and loss statement

2014

2013

EUR (x1000)

EUR (x1000)

19,563,500

25,520,400

362,124

1,423,440

8,636

4,106

19,934,260

26,947,946

222,064

160,809

19,915,133

26,593,051

285,317

231,908

0

0

20,422,514

26,985,768

-488,254

-37,822

REVENUES
Revenue mother department
Revenue third parties
Interest recieved
Total revenues
OPERATING EXPENSES
Personnel costs
Material costs
Depreciation/Amortization
Interest
Total operating expenses
Net income
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